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ABSTRACT | This paper aims at providing an overview of the

core technologies enabling the delivery of 3-D Media to next-

generation mobile devices. To succeed in the design of the

corresponding system, a profound knowledge about the human

visual system and the visual cues that form the perception of

depth, combined with understanding of the user requirements

for designing user experience for mobile 3-D media, are

required. These aspects are addressed first and related with

the critical parts of the generic system within a novel user-

centered research framework. Next-generation mobile devices

are characterized through their portable 3-D displays, as those

are considered critical for enabling a genuine 3-D experience on

mobiles. Quality of 3-D content is emphasized as the most

important factor for the adoption of the new technology.

Quality is characterized through the most typical, 3-D-specific

visual artifacts on portable 3-D displays and through subjective

tests addressing the acceptance and satisfaction of different 3-D

video representation, coding, and transmission methods. An

emphasis is put on 3-D video broadcast over digital video

broadcastingVhandheld (DVB-H) in order to illustrate the

importance of the joint source-channel optimization of 3-D

video for its efficient compression and robust transmission over

error-prone channels. The comparative results obtained iden-

tify the best coding and transmission approaches and enlighten

the interaction between video quality and depth perception

along with the influence of the context of media use. Finally, the

paper speculates on the role and place of 3-D multimedia

mobile devices in the future internet continuum involving the

users in cocreation and refining of rich 3-D media content.

KEYWORDS | Autostereoscopic displays; graphical user inter-

face; MPE-FEC; multiview coding; open profiling of quality;

user-centric design; 3-D visual artifacts

I . INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional media is an emerging set of technol-

ogies and related content in the area of audio–video

entertainment and multimedia. It is expected to bring

realistic presentation of third dimension of audio and

video and to offer immersive experience to the users

consuming such content. While emerging in areas such as
3-D cinema and 3-D television, 3-D media has also been

actively researched for its delivery to mobile devices.

The general concept of 3-D media assumes that the

content is to be viewed on big screens and simultaneously

by multiple users. Glasses-enabled stereoscopic display

technologies have matured sufficiently to back the success

of 3-D cinema and have also been enabling the introduc-

tion of first generation 3DTV. Autostereoscopic displays
have been developed as an alternative display technology

offering glasses-free 3-D experience for the next genera-

tion 3DTV. Advanced light-field and holographic displays

have been anticipated in the midterm future. On the

research side, various aspects of 3-D content creation,

coding, delivery, and system integration have been ad-

dressed by numerous projects and standardization activ-

ities [1]–[3]. At a first sight, these developments position
3-D media as a rather diverging technology with respect to

mobile multimedia as the former relies on big screens and

realistic visualization and the latter relies on portable
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displays. Still, a symbiosis between 3-D and mobile media
has been considered rather attractive. 3-D would benefit

from being introduced also to the more dynamic and novel

technology-receptive mobile tech market. Mobile TV and

video and the corresponding broadcasting standards would

benefit from the rich content leading to new business

models. The research challenge of achieving this symbiosis

is to adapt, modify, and advance the 3-D video technology,

originally targeted for large screen experience, for the
small displays of handhelds.

The introduction of 3-D media to handhelds is sup-

ported by the current trend of developing novel multicore

processors as an effective way to reduce the power con-

sumption while maintaining or increasing the performance

[4]. Increasing the number of cores and thus offering

parallel engines is perfectly suitable for 3-D data, which

naturally call for parallel processing. New multicore plat-
forms for mobile applications offer balanced architectures

to support both data-dominated and control-dominated

applications [5]. Examples are the Texas instruments’

OMAP 4 [6], NXP’s LH7A400 [7], Marvell’s PXA320 [8],

NVIDIA Tegra APX 2500/2600 Series, Next Generation

NVIDIA Tegra [9], [10], Qualcomm Snapdragon Series

[11], and ST Ericsson’s U8500 [132]. The aim in designing

such multicore processors has been to achieve high system
clock rate, optimize the memory use and interconnections

between cores, and provide functionality for new rich

multimedia applications by more powerful graphical

accelerators and digital signal processors. Support of 3-D

graphics for 3-D user interfaces and 3-D gaming as well as

existing and future multimedia encoders has been targeted.

Specifically, 3-D rendering has been considered to be

implemented primary on a dedicated hardware accelerator
than on a general-purpose central processing unit (CPU),

allowing both faster execution and lower power consump-

tion, which are crucial for mobile devices. In addition,

modern application programming interfaces, such as

OpenGL ES 2.0, emphasize parallel processing design,

making it also possible to support more advanced and data-

intensive 3-D applications on a mobile device. One of the

research challenges is to design efficient 3-D processing
algorithms, which reduce the internal traffic between the

processing elements and the memory, while maintaining

low power consumption [12]. While modern multicore

development platforms are available for integrating 3-D

video decoding, processing, and playing algorithms, it is the

new portable 3-D displays that should make the difference

in delivering new user experience.

This paper analyses the process of bringing 3-D media to
mobiles. Section I analyzes what is important to know before
beginning the design of a 3-D media system for mobiles. The

section starts with a brief overview of the basics of depth

perception by the human visual system (HVS) and the

relative importance of various 3-D visual cues. Along with

psychophysical factors, novel user studies are presented that

help to understand the user expectations and requirements

concerning 3-D media for mobiles. The introduction of new
media requires also novel research approaches regarding

users and new, user-centric, approaches in designing critical

parts of the whole system. Those are presented next, just

before the overview of the 3-D video delivery chain with its

main blocks. Emphasizing 3-D video is important, as it

illustrates the entertainment value of 3-D for mobile users.

Optimal content formats and coding approaches, as well as

streaming and channel coding approaches especially tailored
to 3-D, are reviewed as to make a link to the other papers in

this special issue. Thus, Section II connects the user with the

system through psychophysical and psychological aspects

and the ways those have to be investigated.

Section III is all devoted to portable 3-D displays, as the

main part of the next-generation 3-D-enabled mobile

devices playing a decisive role in the adoption of the new

technology. Related display technologies are overviewed.
Display optical parameters that determine the quality of

3-D perception are summarized and measurement results

are presented to characterize and compare various displays.

The knowledge about portable 3-D displays forms the

basics to proceed further with Section IV, where user

experience of 3-D mobile media is explored in details.

3-D-specific artifacts are reviewed and put against the

stages of the delivery chain being responsible for their
generation and to the specifics of the human visual system.

Furthermore, novel studies aimed at identifying best ac-

cepted 3-D video representation formats, and source and

channel coding methods are presented. Objective compar-

isons are complemented by results from extensive subjec-

tive tests based on novel design methodologies. The studies

on 3-D video are completed at the end of the section with

an overview of recent advances in 3-D graphical user
interfaces.

Section V presents a foreseeing of more futuristic usage

scenarios of 3-D-enabled handhelds where 3-D media is

not only delivered to users but also co-created by them using

the tools as envisaged by Future Internet. Such concept

poses even more challenging research questions address-

ing the way 3-D audio and video content is captured and

processed by mobiles to contribute to a collaborative crea-
tion of rich 3-D media content and corresponding services.

II . INTERDISCIPLINARY ASPECTS OF
3-D MOBILE MEDIA SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Perception of Depth
The human visual system can be considered as a set of

separate subsystems operating together in a unified

manner. There are largely independent neural paths re-

sponsible for transmitting the spatial, color, and motion

information to the brain [28]. On perceptual level there

are separate visual mechanisms and neural paths, while

on cognitive level there are separate depth cues contrib-

uting to the formation of 3-D spatial vision [28], [29]. These
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depth cues are with varying importance for an individual

observer [30]–[32]. The depth cues used for assessing the
depth by different layers in human vision are shown in

Fig. 1 and are as follows.

• AccommodationVThis is the ability of the eye to

optically focus on objects at various distances.

• Binocular depth cuesVThese result from the

position of the two eyes observing the scene from

slightly different angles. The eyes tend to take a

position that minimizes the difference of the visual
information projected in both retinae. The process

is called vergence and can be characterized by the

angle between the eyes used as a depth cue. With

the eyes converged on a point, stereopsis is the

subsequent process that uses the residual disparity

of the surrounding area for depth estimation

relative to the point of convergence.

• Pictorial cuesVThese include shadows, perspec-
tive lines, and texture scaling and can be perceived

even with a single eye.

• Motion parallaxVThis is the process in which the

changing parallax of a moving object is used for

estimating its depth and 3-D shape. Similar mech-

anism has been observed to be used by insects and is

commonly referred to as Binsect navigation[ [38].

A 3-D media system has to maintain adequate 3-D visual
cues. Accommodation is the primary depth cue for very

short distances, where an object is hardly visible with two

eyes. Its importance decreases sharply with increasing the

distance. HVS tends to combine accommodation with

convergence, using the information from the latter to

correct the refraction power and to ensure clear image of

the object being tracked. In the real world, accommoda-

tion and convergence points coincide; however, on stereo-
scopic displays, they may differ as eyes focus on the screen

and try to converge according to the binocular difference.

This discrepancy leads to so-called Baccommodation–

convergence rivalry,[ which is a major limiting factor for

such displays. Binocular depth cues have been the most

used in B3-D cinema,[ and subsequently in 3DTV and 3-D

for mobiles, by presenting different-perspective images to

the two eyes. Binocular vision is quite vulnerable to arte-
facts: an Bunnatural[ stereo pair presented to the eyes can

lead to nausea and Bsimulator sickness,[ as the HVS is not

prepared to handle such information [37]. About 5% of all

people are Bstereoscopically latent[ and have difficulties

assessing binocular depth cues [28], [29]. Such people

perceive depth, relying only on depth cues coming from

other visual layers. Pictorial cues work for longer dis-

tances, where binocular depth cues become less important.
At medium distances, pictorial and binocular cues are

combined and for such distance the perception can be

ruined by missing subtle pictorial details, even if stereo-

scopy is well presented. It is said that the scene exhibits

Bpuppet theater[ or Bcardboard effect[ artifacts. The mo-

tion parallax depth cues might be affected primarily by

artifacts appearing in temporal domain such as motion blur

and display persistence.
An interesting suggestion is that binocular and mono-

cular depth cues are independently perceived. It has been

supported by both subjective experiments (e.g., the famous

experiments with so-called Brandom dot stereograms[
[33]) and anatomical findings. The latter have shown that

first cells that react to a stimulus presented to either of the

eyes (binocular cells) appear at a late stage of the visual

pathways, more specifically in the V1 area of brain cortex.
At this stage, only the information extracted separately for

each eye is available to the brain for deduction of image

disparity [28]. A practical implication of the above sug-

gestion concerns the modeling, assessment, and mitigation

of visual artifacts building on the hypothesis that B2-D[
(monoscopic) and B3-D[ (stereoscopic) artifacts would be

perceived independently [34]. Planar B2-D[ artifacts, such

as noise, ringing, etc., are thoroughly studied in the
literature [35], [36], while artifacts that affect stereoscopic

perception have been addressed more recently [39]. We

present more details on 3-D visual artifacts in Section IV,

after presenting the main blocks of a 3-D media system and

the specifics of portable 3-D displays.

B. User Issues at the Beginning of 3-D
Media System Design

The perception of depth is an important aspect in the

development of 3-D media on mobile devices. However, an

optimized development of such systems must take into

account further requirements. Like in every product dev-

elopment process, the goal is that the prospective end

product as a whole will satisfy the end users. This satis-

faction is a key requirement for the success of the product.

To describe users’ needs and expectations about the pro-
duct under development, user requirements are commonly

specified before and verified, and if necessary redefined,

cyclically during the development process [105]. By defi-

nition, user requirements describe any externally visible

function, constraint, or other property that a product must

provide to reach user satisfaction [126]. However, this

product-oriented definition is limited as it overlooks the

Fig. 1. Depth perception as a set of separate visual ‘‘layers.’’
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characteristics of the end users. User experience (UX) tries
to understand end users’ needs, concerns, and expectations

more broadly. It has been defined as being about

technology that fulfils more than just instrumental needs

in a way that acknowledges its use as a subjective, situated,

complex, and dynamic encounter [41]. According to

Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [41], UX is Ba consequence of
a user’s internal state ½. . .�, characteristics of designed system
½. . .� and the context ½. . .� within the interaction occurs.[

1) User Requirements for Designing User Experience for
Mobile 3-D Media: In the development of 3-D media sys-

tems and services, the identification of user requirements

plays a crucial role. Three-dimensional mobile media com-

bines the technologies of 3-D media and mobile devices.

Each of these technologies has its own user requirements

that need to be fused into a new system providing a
seamless UX. Mobile media research has identified three

building blocks for UX. Roto [42] describes them as

1) user, 2) system and services, and 3) context. Following

these building blocks of mobile UX, a large study of a

methodological triangulation has been conducted to target

the explicit and implicit user requirements for mobile 3-D

video [103], [104]. In that study, an online survey, focus

groups, and a probe study are combined to be able to
holistically elicit user requirements. The survey has been

used first to identify and verify needs and practices to-

wards the new system. It has been then extended with the

results of focus groups. The focus group studies have been

conducted to overcome the weakness of online surveys to

generate new ideas. More specifically, focus groups aimed

at collecting possible use scenarios for mobile 3-D media as

well as an imaginary design of the device and the relating
services. However, both online survey and focus groups

only cover the explicit user requirements. Especially focus

groups do not take into account individual, implicit re-

quirements as those are often overwhelmed by the group

effect. To complete the user requirements, the probe study

as the third method has been applied to collect those per-

sonal needs and concerns. In this probe study, test parti-

cipants played with a probe package that contained a
disposable camera, a small booklet, and material for a col-

lage, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Their task was to log their

thoughts and ideas about mobile 3-D media in different

daily situations and therewith in different contexts with

help of the diary and the disposable camera. At the end,

test participants set up a collage in a reflective task about

their own opinion on mobile 3-D video. Examples are

shown in Fig. 3 [103], [104].
The above referred studies [103], [104] have framed the

user requirements for mobile 3-D video with respect to all

three building blocks of UX: the user, the system and ser-

vice, and the context. The results show that the prospective

users of mobile 3-D television and video systems want to

satisfy entertainment and information needs. Participants

outline the importance of the added value given through

increased realism and a closer emotional relation to the

content. It is noteworthy that these expectations about

added value differ from the common ideas about added

value of 3-D. For large screens or immersive environ-

ments, the added value is commonly expressed as presence,

the users’ feeling of being there [106]. Related to system
and services, users expect devices with a display of the size

of 3–500. The display must provide possibilities to shift

content-dependently between monoscopic and stereo-

scopic presentation. The expected content relates to the

entertainment and information needs. TV contents like

sports, documentaries, or even news are mentioned by the

test participants. However, the requirements also show

that nontelevision content has high potential for the ser-
vices. Applications like interactive navigation or games are

of high interest for the users. To access the different

services, users can image both on-demand and push

services that will be paid by monthly payment or pay-per-

view. The expected use (the context) is mainly in public

transports, cafes, or waiting situations and in private view-

ing, when concentrating on the content. Especially young

people have told also about a need for shared viewing.
However, interaction with the context (as, e.g., defined in

Section IV-C) or with other users on one display is not

expected regularly. As mobile 3-D media is well suited for

waiting situations and short transport trips, the expected

viewing time is about 15 min. In exceptional cases like

journeys also longer duration up to half an hour may occur.

2) A Holistic User-Centered Research Framework for
Mobile 3-D Television and Video: The elicited user require-

ments for mobile 3-D video show what people expect from

this new technology. A challenge during the development

process is now how to include these requirements into the

technology. The user-centered design process is defined in

ISO 13407 [105] as a cyclic process within a product

Fig. 2. Probe package provided to participants during user

requirement elicitation studies [104].
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development, as exemplified in Fig. 4. It is especially use-

ful at an early stage of the development as it can show

opportunities to improve the quality of the system related

to the requirements of the prospective end users.

However, user-centered design can be used during the

whole development process.

Current work on mobile 3-D media has been conducted
under the framework of user-centered quality of experi-

ence (UC-QoE) [93], [95]. In general, QoE is defined as

Bthe overall acceptability of an application or service, as

perceived subjectively by the end-user[ [116]. QoE takes

into account the cognitive processes of human perception

that relate to interpretation of perceived stimuli with

regard to emotions, knowledge, and motivation. More

broadly, QoE can be regarded as a Bmultidimensional

construct of user perception and behavior[ [119]. The

UC-QoE approach represents a holistic framework for

subjective quality optimization of mobile 3-D video. It

takes into account prospective users and their require-

ments, evaluation of system characteristics, and evaluation

of quality in the actual context of use [95]. The framework

provides a set of evaluation methods to be able to study the
different aspects of QoE. Especially two challenges have

been identified along with shortcomings of currently

existing quality evaluation methods. Commonly, subjective

quality is measured using psychoperceptual evaluation

methods that are provided mainly in ITU recommenda-

tions [101], [102] (see [93] for a review). First, these

methods target a quantitative analysis of the excellence of

overall quality disregarding users’ quality interpretations,
descriptions, and evaluation criteria that underline a

quantitative quality preference. Second, these methods

have been designed for quality evaluations in controlled,

homogenous environments. However, mobile applications

are meant specifically for use in extremely heterogeneous

environments as the user requirements show [96], [103].

To get a higher external validity of the results, these

systems must be evaluated additionally in their actual
context of use.

There has been a gap between quantitative evaluation

of the user satisfaction with the overall quality and the

underlying components of quality in multimedia quality

evaluation [110]. To address this gap, an approach referred

to as open profiling of quality (OPQ) has been developed

and successfully applied in mobile 3-D media research

[107], [108], [110]. OPQ is a mixed method that combines
evaluation of quality preferences and the elicitation of

individual experienced quality factors [110]. Sensory pro-
filing, originally used in food sciences as a research method

Bto evoke, measure, analyze and interpret reactions to those
Fig. 4. Cyclic process of user-centered design according

to ISO 13407 [105].

Fig. 3. Examples of two collages from probe study on user requirements for mobile 3DTV [104].
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characteristics of food and materials as they are perceived by
senses of light, smell, taste, touch and hearing. . .[ [112] has

been adapted for 3-D media studies. Final outcome of OPQ

is a combination of quantitative and sensory data sets

connecting users’ quality preferences with perceptual

quality factors. In its sensory profiling task, test partici-

pants develop their own idiosyncratic quality attributes.

These attributes are then used to evaluate overall quality

[109]. The sensory data can be analyzed using multivariate
analysis methods [100], [117] and the results show a

perceptual model of the experienced quality factors.

To overcome the limitations of a controlled laboratory

environment, the second evaluation tool within the UC-

QoE framework is a hybrid method for quality evaluation

in the context of use [118]. Context of use is defined as the

entity of physical and temporal contexts, task and social

contexts as well as technical and informational contexts
[94], [118]. The extension of quality evaluation to the

context of use aims at extending the external validity of

results gained in controlled environments. Concrete re-

sults of applying the two evaluation tools to characterize

UC-QoE of mobile 3-D media are given in Section IV-B.

C. Three-Dimensional Media Delivery
Chain for Mobiles

A system for delivery of 3-D media to mobile devices is

conceptualized in Fig. 5. On a general level, its building

blocks do not differ much from the blocks of a general
3DTV system. The system includes stages of content

creation, format conversion to a compression- and delivery-

friendly format, compression with subsequent transmis-

sion over some wireless channel, decoding, and displaying

on a mobile terminal.

The specifics of this general system are determined by

the foreseen mobile applications such as video conferenc-

ing, online interactive gaming, and mobile 3DTV; the
characteristics of the wireless networks such as digital

video broadcastingVhandheld (DVB-H), digital multime-

dia broadcasting (DMB), MediaFlo, 3G, and the compu-
tational power of the terminal device. For real-time video

communication such as video conferencing, real-time

encoding and decoding is necessary simultaneously at

both terminal devices with low delay. The transmission

bandwidth is restricted to the capabilities of the mobile

phone line that makes the bitrate for the 3-D video signal

very limited. For mobile 3DTV, the decoding is only done

at the receiver side with some possible buffering.
However, in this case, rendering and display at full frame

rate and with minimum artifacts is needed. In addition,

due to the characteristics of the wireless channel, the

quality cannot be guaranteed, which brings the necessity of

robustness to channel errors. For online interactive

gaming, again fluent decoding, rendering, and possible

content adaptation is needed at the terminal devices with

low delay. In addition to all these specific requirements
and limitations, low power consumption and low com-

plexity is a must for mobile video applications.

1) Three-Dimensional Video Representation and Coding:
Considering the above limitations, the first issue to look at

is the format to be used for the delivery of 3-D video and

3-D graphics. If the latter is to be transmitted as a polygon

mesh, formed by collection of vertices and polygons to
define the shape of an object in 3-D, then MPEG4 AFX is a

well-known compression method to be used. Three-

dimensional video offers more diverse alternatives for its

representation and coding and we will concentrate on these

other than the 3-D graphics. The first research attempts and

related standardization efforts regard 3-D video repre-

sented either by single video channel augmented by depth

information [view þ depth (V þ D)] or by parallel video
streams coming from synchronous cameras. In the latter

representation approach, the video streams can be com-

pressed jointly (multiview) or independently (simulcast).

V þ D Coding: ISO/IEC 23002-3 Auxiliary Video

Data Representations (MPEG-C part 3) is meant for

Fig. 5. End-to-end 3-D video transmission chain.
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applications where 3-D video is represented in the format
of single view plus associated depth (V þ D), where the

single channel video is augmented by the per-pixel depth

attached as auxiliary data [122]. The presence of depth data

allows for synthesizing desired views at the receiver side

and adjusting the view parallax, which is beneficial for

applications where the display size might vary, which is the

case of mobile devices. V þ D coding does not require any

specific coding algorithms. It is only necessary to specify
high-level syntax that allows a decoder to interpret two

incoming video streams correctly as color and depth.

Additionally, it is backward compatible and its compres-

sion efficiency is high as the side depth channel is repre-

sented by a gray-scale image sequence. Few studies have

reported algorithms and prototypes for view synthesis

based on V þ D (ISO/IEC 23002-3) on mobile devices

[129], [130]. Contrary to their compression efficiency,
such systems have high complexity for both sender and

receiver sides. Before encoding, the depth data have to be

precisely generated. For real scenes, this is done by depth/

disparity estimation from captured stereo or multicamera

videos using extensive computer vision algorithms plus

possibly involving range sensors. For synthetic scenes, this

is done by converting the z-buffer data resulting from

rendering based on 3-D models. V þ D representation is
only capable of rendering a limited depth range and addi-

tional tools are needed to handle occlusions. Recent

advances to this approach suggest using so-called depth-

enhanced stereo or multilayer depth [75], which success-

fully tackle the occlusion issue for the price of increased

complexity. At the receiver side, view synthesis has to be

performed after decoding to generate the stereo pair,

which is not very trivial for mobile devices to achieve in
real time especially for high resolutions.

Multiview Video Coding (MVC, ISO/IEC 14496-10:2008
Amendment 1 ITU-T H.264): It is an extension of the ad-

vanced video coding (AVC) standard [121]. It targets cod-

ing of video captured by multiple cameras. The video

representation format is based on N views. MVC exploits

temporal and inter-view redundancy by interleaving

camera views and coding in a hierarchical manner. There
are two profiles currently defined by MVC: multiview high

profile and stereo high profile, which are both based on the

ITU-T H.264 AVC with a few differences [77]. Stereo high

profile is also chosen as the supported format for the 3-D

Blu-Ray discs. The main prediction structure of MVC is

quite complex introducing a lot of dependencies between

images and views. In order to decrease the complexity, an

alternative simplified structure is presented in [90] and
shown to be very close to the main prediction structure in

terms of overall coding efficiency. In this simplified pre-

diction structure, the temporal prediction remains un-

changed when compared to original MVC prediction

structure, but spatial references are only limited to anchor

frames, such that spatial references are only allowed at the

beginning of a group of pictures (GOP) between I and P

pictures. This simplified version is shown in Fig. 6 for

stereoscopic video where only two views (left and right

viewsVS0 and S1) exist.

It should be emphasized that this coding is also back-

ward compatible meaning that the only mono-capable

receivers will still be able to decode and watch left view,
which is nothing but a 2-D conventional video, and simply

discard the other view, since left view is encoded

independent of the right view.

Research on coding of multiview video and V þ D has

reached a good level of maturity and the related interna-

tional standards are perfectly applicable for mobile 3-D

video systems and services. However, there are inferior

points that prompt for further research. While the ap-
proach based on coding of single view plus dense depth

seems to be preferred for its scalability, it might be too

computationally demanding for the terminal device as it

requires view rendering and hence make the device less

power efficient. MVC, i.e., compressing the two views by

joint temporal and disparity prediction techniques is not

always efficient for compression. Researchers have hypo-

thesized that in a mobile device the stereo perception can
be based on reduced cues and suggested approaches based

on reduced spatial resolution, so-called mixed resolution

stereo coding (MRSC) [114]. In this approach, one of the

views is kept intact while the other is properly spatially

decimated to a suitable resolution where the stereo is still

well perceived [114]. Though subjective studies have not

proved the MRSC coding hypothesis and such compression

has been evaluated inferior to MVC and V þ D [109], the
approach bears a research potential especially when

combined also with MVC type of motion/disparity

prediction [115].

Simulcast Coding/Interleaved Coding: Another way to

code 3-D video is to use existing video codecs to stereo-

scopic video with/without an interleaving approach. If no

interleaving is used, one achieves simulcast coding that is

not any different than coding a conventional 2-D video
with a video encoder in the sense that both of the views are

coded as two completely independent 2-D videos [76].

This method allocates the highest bitrate for a video com-

pared to the other solutions, but is the least complex. On

the other hand, interleaving [78] can be used as time mul-

tiplexing [Fig. 7(a)], spatial multiplexing as over/under

[Fig. 7(b)], spatial multiplexing as side-by-side [Fig. 7(c)]

[Fig. 7(b) and (c) is also called frame-compatible modes].
This method is currently used by the broadcasters doing

Fig. 6. Simplified IPP. . . prediction structure of MVC codec with

inter-view references in anchor frames.
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initial 3-D trials since both the encoding and the decoding

can be done with any existing equipment. The losses of
either temporal or spatial resolution as well as the reduced

robustness to errors position this kind of representation as

an inferior with respect to the other 3-D video represen-

tation approaches.

Recent activities of the 3DTV video group at MPEG

have been focused on combining the benefits of Vþ D and

MVC in a new 3-D video coding format so as to allow for

efficient compression and rendering of multiple views on
various autostereoscopic displays [131]. Extensions de-

noted as Bdepth-enhanced stereo[ and Bmultiview multi-
depth[ have been considered (as also described in this

special issue).

2) Wireless Channels: After the coding format selection,

the next issue to investigate is the channels to be used for

delivery of 3-D video to mobile devices. The delivery
channels to be used depend heavily on the targeted appli-

cation. Video on demand services, both for news and for

entertainment applications, are already being offered over

the Internet, which can be extended to 3-D. Also, 3G and

4G mobile network operators use IP successfully to offer

wireless video services.

On the other hand, when the same video needs to be

distributed to many users, collaboration between the users
may significantly enhance the overall network perfor-

mance. Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming refers to methods

where each user allocates some of its resources to forward

received streams to other users; hence, each receiving user

acts partly as a sending user.

At the same time, mobile TV has recently received a lot

of attention worldwide with the advances in broadcasting

technologies such as DMB, DVB-H, and MediaFLO [79]
from one side and the 3GPP’s multimedia broadcast and

multicast services (MBMS) [128] from another.

Currently, there are a number of projects conducting

research on transmitting 3-D video over such existing

infrastructures such as the Korean 3-D T-DMB [80], the

European 3-D Phone [81], Mobile3DTV [82] addressing

the delivery of 3DTV to mobile users over DVB-H system,

and DIOMEDES [83] addressing 3-D P2P distribution and
broadcasting systems. Recently, DVB has also established

3DTV group (CM-3DTV) to identify Bwhat kind of 3DTV
solution does the market want and need, and how can DVB

play an active part in the creation of that solution[ [87].

As summarized in this section, there is a significant

amount of work done in the various standards organiza-

tions in the area of representation, coding, and transmis-

sion of 3-D data. The most critical part is to find the

optimized solution to deliver content with satisfactory

quality and give the user a realistic 3-D viewing experience
on a 3-D portable display. These issues will be addressed in

the subsequent sections.

III . PORTABLE 3-D DISPLAYS

Three-dimensional display is the most critical part of a

3-D-enabled mobile device. It is expected to create lively

and realistic 3-D sensation, meeting at the same time quite
harsh limitations of screen size, spatial resolution, CPU

power, and battery life. Among the wide range of state-of-

the-art 3-D display technologies [13], [14], not all are

appropriate for mobile use. For mobile phones or personal

media players, wearing glasses or head-mounted displays

to aid the 3-D perception would be rather inconvenient.

Volumetric and holographic displays are far from mature

for mobile use due to required size and power. Another
important factor is backward compatibilityVa mobile 3-D

display should support both 2-D and 3-D modes and switch

to the correct mode when the respective content is

presented.

While selecting the enabling display technology suit-

able for 3-D media handhelds, autostereoscopic displays

seem the most adequate choice. These displays create 3-D

effect requiring no special glasses. Instead, additional
optical elements are aligned on the surface of the screen

(normally an LCD), to redirect the light rays and ensure

that the observer sees different images with each eye [13],

[15]. Typically, autostereoscopic displays present multiple

views to the observer, each one seen from a particular

viewing angle along the horizontal direction. The number

of different views comes at the price of reduced spatial

resolution and lowered brightness. In the case of small-
screen, battery-driven mobile device, the tradeoff between

number of views and spatial resolution is of critical impor-

tance. As mobile devices are normally watched by single

observer only, two independent views are considered suf-

ficient for satisfactory 3-D perception and good compro-

mise with respect to spatial resolution.

A. An Overview of Portable
Autostereoscopic Displays

Basically, an autostereoscopic display operates by

Bcasting[ different images towards each eye of the observer

in order to create binocular cues through binocular disparity.

This is done by a special optical layer, additionally mounted on

the screen surface of a display formed either by liquid-crystal

diodes (LED) or organic light-emitting diodes (OLED). The

Fig. 7. Interleaving of left and right channels (a) time multiplexing,

(b) spatial multiplexing (up–down), and (c) spatial multiplexing

(side-by-side).
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additional layer controls the light passing through it by
optically selecting different pixels of the conventional LCD or

OLED behind it to be included in left or right view. A

composite image combining the two views is rendered on the

display pixels but only the (sub)pixels that belong to the

correct view are visible to the corresponding eye. There are

two common types of optical filtersVlenticular sheet and

parallax barrier.

Lenticular sheets are composed by small lenses with
special shape, which refract the light to different direc-

tions [15]. The shapes are formed as cylindrical or spheri-

cal in order to enable the proper light redirection. Parallax

barrier is essentially a mask with openings and closings

that blocks the light in certain directions [16]. In both

cases, the intensity of the light rays passing through the

filter changes as a function of the angle, as if the light is

directionally projected. Each eye sees the display from
different angle and thus sees only a fraction of all pixels,

precisely those meant to convey the correct (left or right)

view, otherwise combined in the rendered image. The two

technologies are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Both technologies have certain limitations. The viewer

should be placed within a restricted area, called a sweet spot,

in order to perceive 3-D image. Moving outside this proper

area, the user might catch the opposite views and experience
so-called pseudoscopy. Nonideal separation between views

creates inter-view crosstalk manifested in ghost-like images.

This effect occurs especially if the viewer is not in the optimal

viewing position. As different subpixels are responsible for

different-perspective images, the spatial resolution is de-

creased and the discrete structure of views becomes more

visible. Parallax barriers block part of the light and thus

decrease the overall brightness. In order to compensate for
this limitation, one needs extra bright backlight, which would

decrease the battery life if used in a portable device.

Nevertheless, autostereoscopic displays have been the main

candidates for 3-D-enabled mobile devices. Amazingly

enough, some of the drawbacks of autostereoscopic displays

in bigger sizes, such as lack of continuous parallax, limited

number of different views, and inability to serve multiple

users, are reduced in their mobile counterpart versions, since

typical use scenario assumes single user and no multiple
views. In addition, the user can easily adjust the device so to

find the correct observation angle.

Thin-film transistor (TFT) displays recreate the full color

range by emitting light through red, green, and blue colored

components (subpixels). Subpixels are usually arranged in

repetitive vertical stripes as seen in Fig. 9. Since subpixels

appear displaced in respect to the optical filter, their light is

redirected towards different positions. One group will
provide the image for the left eye, and another for the right

eye. In order to be shown on a stereoscopic display, the

images intended for each eye should be spatially multiplexed.

This process is referred to as interleaving [1] or interzigging
[27] and depends on the parameters on the optical filter used.

Two topologies are most commonly used. One interleaves on

pixel level, where odd and even pixel columns belong to

alternative views. The other interleaves on a subpixel
levelVwhere subpixel columns belong to alternative views.

In the second case, different-color components of one pixel

belong to different views.

The first display for a mobile phone was announced by

Sharp Laboratories of Europe in 2002 [17]. Since then a

few vendors announced prototypes of 3-D displays, tar-

geted for mobile devices [18]–[20]. All of them are two-

view, TFT-based autostereoscopic displays. The display
produced by Sharp uses electronically switchable reconfi-

gurable parallax barrier, working on subpixel basis [17].

The interzigging topology is similar to the one of

Fig. 9(left). Each view is visible from multiple angles,

and the angle of visibility of one view is rather narrow,

making the visual quality of the 3-D scene quite sensitive to

the observation angle.

Another 3-D-LCD module based on switchable parallax
barrier technology has been produced by Masterimage [20].

It is 4.300 WVGA autostereoscopic display that can operate in

2-D or 3-D mode. The parallax barrier of the 3-D LCD

module can be switched between B3-D horizontal[ and B3-D

vertical[ mode, allowing it to operate in landscape 3-D or

portrait 3-D mode. The barrier operates on pixel level.

From the group of displays based on lenticular lenses, we

refer to two prototypes, delivered by Ocuity Ltd. (2001–
2010), Oxford, U.K. and NEC LCD Technologies Ltd.,

Kawasaki, Japan, respectively. The reconfigurable 2-D/3-D

technology by Ocuity Ltd. uses a polarization activated
Fig. 8. Light redirecting in autostereoscopic displays:

lenticular sheet (left) and parallax barrier (right).

Fig. 9. Interleaving of image for stereoscopic display on

pixel level (left) and subpixel level (right).
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microlens array [19]. The microlens array is made from a

birefringent material such that at the surface of the lens

there is a refractive index step for only one of the
polarizations.

The WVGA 3-D LCD module with horizontal double-

density pixel (HDDP) structure as developed by NEC Central

Research Laboratories uses NEC’s proprietary pixel array for

stereoscopic displays [18]. The HDDP structure is composed

of horizontally striped RGB color subpixels; each pixel

consists of three subpixels that are striped horizontally and

split in half lengthwise. As a result, horizontal resolution is
doubled compared to 3-D LCD modules constructed with

vertically striped pixels, and 3-D images are produced

through data for the right eye and data for the left eye being

alternately displayed horizontally by pixel. Moreover, 2-D

images may also be displayed when the same data are

presented for adjacent pixels. Since the LCD module can

display both 3-D and 2-D images at the same resolution, it

can display a mixture of 2-D and 3-D images simultaneously
on the same screen without causing discomfort to viewers.

The pixel arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Last display we overview is produced by 3M, St. Paul,

MN. It is based on patterned retardation film, which

distributes the light into two perspective views in a sequential

manner. The display uses a standard TFT panel operating at

120 Hz with special type of backlight. It is composed of two

sources of light: a lightguide and 3-D film between the LCD
and the lightguide. The construction is shown in Fig. 11.

The two backlights are turned on and off in counter

phase so that each backlight illuminates one view. The

switching is synchronized with LCD, which displays

different-perspective images at each backlit switch-on

time. The role of the 3-D film is to direct the light coming

from the activated backlight to the corresponding eye.

B. Optical Parameters of Portable
Autostereoscopic Displays

Various optical parameters can be used for character-

izing the quality of autostereoscopic 3-D displays. The set

of parameters includes angular luminance profile [21], 3-D
crosstalk and luminance uniformity [22], viewing freedom,

pixel Bblockiness[ and Bstripiness[ [23] as well as angular

measurements in Fourier domain [24]. Visual appearance
of a 3-D scene also depends on external factors, such as

observation distance, ambient light, and scene content.

Therefore, for comparing the visual quality of autostereo-

scopic displays, one should select the subset of perceptu-

ally important optical characteristics.

Crosstalk is perhaps the single most important param-

eter affecting the 3-D quality of autostereosopic displays.

For autostereoscopic displays, crosstalk can be calculated
as the ratio �3D of visibility of one view to the visibility to

all other views [22]. A number of studies investigated how

the level of crosstalk affects the perceptibility of stereo-

scopic 3-D scenes [25], [31], [40]. According to [25],

crosstalk of less than 5% is undistinguishable and crosstalk

over 25% severely reduces the perceptual quality. To

characterize the influence of crosstalk, one can regard the

visibility on the horizontal plane passing through the
center of the display, the so-called transverse plane [24].

For autostereoscopic 3-D displays with no eye tracking,

both the luminance of a view and crosstalk between views

are functions of the observation angle with respect to that

plane, as shown in Fig. 12(a). For each point on the display

surface, there are certain observation angles, where the

crosstalk is low enough to allow 3-D perception with

sufficient quality. The positions at which one view is seen
across the whole display surface have diamond-like shapes

on the transverse plane and are called viewing diamonds
[22], [23]. The areas inside the viewing diamonds where

the crosstalk is sufficiently low are the sweet spots of the

views [23]. In Fig. 12, areas marked with BI[ and BIII[ are

the sweet spots of the left and right views correspondingly.

A crosstalk level �3D G 25% can be used to define the

sweet spots of the views.
A set of mobile 3-D displays is listed in Table 1. The

HDDP device uses display with HDDP pixel arrangement

[18]. The MI(P) and MI(L) devices use switchable parallax

Fig. 10. HDDP pixel arrangement.
Fig. 11. Three-dimensional film-based display.
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barrier display interleaved on pixel level, operating in

portrait and landscape modes correspondingly [20]. The

FF [26] and SL [17] devices use switchable parallax barrier

interleaved on subpixel level. The FinePix camera,

designated as FC, uses time-sequential 3-D-film-based

display [26]. As an alternative, measurement results for a

row-interleaved, polarization-multiplexed 3-D display with

glasses (AL) are presented in the last row of the table.
Due to imperfect display optics the views are never

fully separated, and even in the sweet spots some residual

crosstalk exists. This effect is referred to as minimal
crosstalk, and its value determines the visual quality of the

display for the optimal viewing angle and distance. The

minimal crosstalk for all measured devices is given in

Fig. 13. The HDDP display has the lowest crosstalk (�3D ¼
4%), and thus has the best overall quality among the
compared displays. On the FinePix 3-D display (FC), the

crosstalk measurements consistently reached over 30%,

manifested in double edges visible at all times, though

stereoscopic perception was still possible. Notably, the AL

display performs better when watched with its original

glasses (�3D ¼ 24%) than when watched with another pair

of general purpose polarized glasses (�3D ¼ 29%).

For most autostereoscopic 3-D displays the stereoscopic

effect can be seen within a limited range of observation

distances. The visibility range of a 3-D display is defined as

the range, for which both eyes of the observer would fall

into view sweet spot simultaneously. It is limited by the

Fig. 12. (a) Angular luminance profile of two-view autostereoscopic display and (b) its viewing diamonds.

Table 1 Devices With 3-D Displays Used in the Measurement Tests

Fig. 13. Minimal crosstalk for various mobile 3-D displays.
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minimum and maximum viewing distances VDmin and

VDmax [cf. Fig. 14(a)] while at the optimal viewing

distance (OVD) the sweet spot has typically the largest

width. Usually at this distance the display has the lowest

overall crosstalk as well. Since the sweetspots have
nonsymmetric shape, the interpupilar distance (IPD) of

the observer affects the VDmin and VDmax values.

Comparative results for IPD ¼ 65 mm and �3D G 25%

are given in Fig. 14 (see also the measured OVD values in

Table 1). Since the minimal crosstalk of FC display is always

over 30%, from herein it is represented with dashed line,

for distances where 30% G �3D G 50%. The AL display

does not have either optimal or maximal viewing distance
in terms of crosstalk. For that display, the OVD is the

nominal observation distance as suggested in the display

manual.

We define the width of sweet spot as all angles on the

transversal plane, where each eye of the observer perceives

the correct view (i.e., not reverse stereo) with crosstalk

�3D G 25%. The lateral sweet spot width can be measured

in distances, as in [22] and [23]. However, assuming that the

observer is always at the optimal distance from the center of

the display, the ranges can be measured also in angles, as

illustrated in Fig. 15(a). This is done as it is more likely that

the user of a mobile display is holding it at a constant

distance, and is turning it in order to get the best view.
Typical results for IPD ¼ 65 mm are given in Fig. 15(b).

Among all autostereoscopic displays tested, HDDP has the

widest sweet spots, which makes it the easiest for the user to

find a correct observation angle. On the contrary, the MI

display has narrow sweet spots and users must hold it at a

precise angle to be able to perceive stereoscopic effect. The

AL display used with glasses delivers continuous 3-D effect

over a wide range of observation angles.
The sweet spot height is measured as the range of ob-

servation angles in the plane passing through the center of

the display (also known as sagittal plane), where observers’

eyes perceive correct stereo with �3D G 25%. The user is

assumed to be at the display’s OVD, as shown in Fig. 16(a).

The measurement results for IPD ¼ 65 mm are given in

Fig. 16(b). Most autosteoscopic displays have vertical ob-

servation range of �30� to 30�. Interestingly enough, the

Fig. 14. (a) Definition of OVD, VDmin, and VDmax values. (b) Measured values for various 3-D displays.

Fig. 15. (a) Measurement of sweet spot width. (b) Sweet spot widths for various mobile 3-D displays.
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AL display is very sensitive to the vertical angle, and has a

sweet spot height of �2� to 2�. In fact, this is the limiting
factor defining the minimum observation distance for that

display.

In contrast to 2-D displays, where the user is free to

choose the observation distance, autostereoscopic 3-D

displays deliver best results when observed at their OVDs.

Since OVD varies from display to display, it is more

suitable to compare angle-of-view (AOV) and angular

resolution, rather than the absolute size and resolution of
such displays. The area, which each display occupies in the

visual field, when observed from its optimal observation

distance, is given in Fig. 17(a). Next to each display is given

its OVD. The angular size of all displays, observed at their

OVD is given in Fig. 17(b). For MI, FF, and SL displays,

both results for 2-D and 3-D modes are given as the

resolutions are different. For comparison, the angular

resolutions for the displays of two popular handhelds,
Nokia N900 and Apple iPhone4, at 40-cm observation

distance are given. The theoretical angular resolution of

the human retina (50CPD) is calculated for perfect 20/20
eyesight. Fig. 17 is instructive about the fact that 2-D and

3-D displays have comparable AOV but different angular

resolution. Especially the horizontal angular resolution of

mobile 3-D displays is much lower than the one of a typical

mobile 2-D display.

IV. USER EXPERIENCE OF 3-D MEDIA
FOR MOBILES

User experience seems to be the key factor for the adoption

of the mobile 3-D media technology, as having a per-

ceptually acceptable and high-quality 3-D scene on a small
display is a challenging task. According to the holistic

user-centered research framework, as formulated in

Section II-B, research efforts have focused on optimizing

the technology components, such as content creation and

coding techniques, delivery channels, portable 3-D

Fig. 16. (a) Measurement of sweet spot height. (b) Sweet spot heights for various mobile 3-D displays.

Fig. 17. Angular size and angular resolution of various mobile 3-D displays: (a) angular size observed from OVD, in degrees;

(b) angular resolution observed from OVD, in cycles per degree. Note: N900 and iPhone4 are 2-D displays given for comparison,

as they appear at 40-cm observation distance.
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displays, and media-rich embedded platforms to deliver
the best possible visual output. In this section, the 3-D

media user experience is addressed methodologically by an

interdisciplinary approach having threefold goals. First,

the artifacts, which arise in various usage scenarios involv-

ing stereoscopic content, are analyzed and categorized so

as to put them against the peculiarities of the human visual

system and the way users perceive depth. Then, critical

parts of the system, such as coding and transmission ap-
proaches, are studied for their performance both through

objective comparisons and subjective tests so as to reveal

the levels of acceptance and satisfaction of the new content

and services. Eventually, 3-D graphical user interfaces

complement the experience of 3-D media content.

A. Three-Dimensional-Specific Artifacts
Stereoscopic artifacts can be described with respect to

the stage in the 3-D media delivery chain, as exemplified in

Fig. 5 and how they affect different Blayers[ of human 3-D

vision. In this way, artifacts can be clustered in a multi-

dimensional space according to their source and structure,
color, motion, and binocular Blayers[ of HVS, interpreting

them. These layers roughly represent the visual pathways

as they appeared during the successive stages of evolution.

The structure layer denotes the spatial and colorless vision.

It is assumed that during the evolution human vision
adapted for assessing the Bstructure[ (contours and tex-

ture) of images [35], and some artifacts manifest them-

selves as affecting image structure. Color and motion layers

represent the color and motion vision, correspondingly.

The binocular layer denotes artifacts meaningful only when

perceived in a stereo pair, and not by a single eye (e.g.,

vertical disparity). The result of multidimensional cluster-

ing is well illustrated by a circular diagram in polar coor-
dinates given in Fig. 18 [39]. Such a wide nomenclature of

clustered artifacts helps in identifying the stages at which

they should be properly tackled. While some of the arti-

facts are less important in mobile context, some are quite

typical and influential for the acceptance of the technology.

1) Artifacts Caused at Creation/Capture Stage: The most

common and annoying artifact introduced in the process of
capture or rendering a stereoscopic image is unnatural
disparity between the images in the stereo pair. Special care

should be taken when positioning cameras or when select-

ing rendering parameters and rectification is a standard

preprocessing stage. However, often a perfectly rectified

stereoscopic image needs to be visualized at different size

than the originally captured one. Changing the size or re-

solution of stereoscopic pair can also introduce unnatural

Fig. 18. Artifacts caused by various stages of content delivery and affecting various ‘‘layers’’ of human depth perception [39].
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disparity. When resizing a stereoscopic pair, the relative
disparity is scaled proportionally to the image size. How-

ever, as the interocular distance remains the same, observ-

ing a closely positioned mobile 3-D display would require

different relative disparity range compared to when observ-

ing large 3-D display placed further away. The effect is

illustrated in Fig. 19. Even if the mobile and large 3-D

displays have the same visual size, stereoscopic images on

them have different disparity.
Two-channel stereo video, and video plus dense depth

are the likely contenders for 3-D video representation for

mobiles [1]. If the representation format is different from

the one in which the scene has been originally captured,

converting between the formats is a source of artifacts. A

typical example is the occlusions areas in depth-from-

stereo type of conversion.

2) Coding Artifacts: Various coding schemes utilize tem-

poral, spatial, or interchannel similarities of a 3-D video

[2]. Algorithms originally designed for single-channel

video, might be improperly applied for stereo video, and

important binocular depth cues might be lost in the pro-

cess. The block discrete cosine transform (DCT), which is

in core of most compression video compression algorithms
is a source of blocking artifacts. They are thoroughly studied

for 2-D video, but their effect on stereoscopic quality is yet

to be determined. Some authors propose that blocking might

be considered as several, visually separate artifactsV
block-edge discontinuities, color bleeding, blur, and staircase
artifacts [35], [36]. Each of these artifacts introduces

different amount of impairments to object edges and texture.

The human brain has the ability to perceive single image by
combining the images from left and right eyes (a so-called

cyclopean image) [33]. As a result, the same level of DCT

quantization might result in different perceptual quality,

based on the depth cues present in a stereo image. In Fig. 20,

both channels of a stereo pair are compressed with the same

quality factor. When an object appears on the same place in

both frames, it is equally affected by blocking in each frame,

and the perceived cyclopean image is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 20(a). When the object has different horizontal

positions in each frame, the blocking artifacts will affect

differently the object in each frame, which results in a

cyclopean image similar to the one in Fig. 20(b).

3) Transmission Artifacts: In the case of digital wireless

transmission a common problem is packet losses. Related

artifacts are sparse and highly variant in terms of occur-
rence, duration, and intensity. At very low bit rates they

may be masked by compression impairments. The pre-

sence of artifacts depends very much on the coding algo-

rithms used and how the decoder copes with the channel

errors. In the DVB-H transmission, the most common are

burst errors, which result in packet losses distributed in

tight groups [55]. In MPEG-4-based encoders, packet

losses might result in propagating or nonpropagating errors,
depending on where the error occurs with respect to key

frames, and the ratio between key and predicted frames.

Error patterns of wireless channels can be obtained with

field measurements, and then used for simulation of chan-

nel losses [55], [56]. In multiview video encoding, where

one channel is predicted from the other, usually error

burst is long enough to affect both channels [57]. In that

Fig. 19. Change of relative disparity while rescaling stereoscopic

image pair.

Fig. 20. The impact of blocking on stereo pairs with different disparity: (a) q ¼ 15, disparity ¼ 0; (b) q ¼ 15, disparity ¼ 4;

(c) zoomed detail of (a); (d) zoomed detail of (b).
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case, packet loss artifacts appear on the same absolute

position in both images even though the appearance in one

channel is mitigated due to the prediction. Fig. 21 illus-

trates the effect for the case of TU6 channel with channel

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ¼ 18 dB [57]. In the format

V þ D using a separate depth channel, usually depth is

encoded in much lower bitrate than the video. In that case,

burst errors affect mainly the video channel, and the
relative perceptual contribution of depth map degradation

alone is very small.

One common artifact introduced during receiving and

decoding of 3-D video is temporal mismatch, where one

channel gets delayed with respect to the other. It might be

caused by insufficient memory or CPU, or error conceal-

ment in one channel. The outcome is that the image from

one channel does not appear with a simultaneously taken
image from the other channel, but with an image that is

taken a few frames later. Even temporal mismatch of as

low as two frames can result in a stereoscopically inade-

quate image pair. For comparison, two images are shown

in Fig. 22Vthe left image is done by superimposing frame

112 from left and right channels of a movie; the right image

is done by superimposing frame 112 from the left channel

and frame 115 from the right channel of the same movie.

4) Visualization and Display Artifacts: Even a perfectly

captured, transmitted, and received stereoscopic pair can

exhibit artifacts due to various technical limitations of the

autostereoscopic display in use [58]–[60]. The most

pronounced artifact in autostereoscopic displays is cross-

talk, caused by imperfect separation of the Bleft[ and

Bright[ images and is perceived as ghosting artifacts [27].

Two factors affect the amount of crosstalk introduced by

the displayVposition of the observer and quality of the

optical filter in front of the LCD, as discussed in Section III-B.

Due to the size of the subpixels, there is a range of
observation positions, from where some subpixels appear

partially covered by the parallax barrier, or are partially in the

focal field of the corresponding lenticular lens. This creates

certain optimal observation spots in the centers of the sweet

spots, where the two views are optimally separated [the areas

marked with I and III in Fig. 12(b)], and transitional zone

(marked with II) where a mixture of the two is seen.

However, even in the optimal observation spot one of the
views is not fully suppressedVfor example, part of the light

might Bleak[ through the parallax barrier as shown in

Fig. 23(a) and create the minimal crosstalk effect discussed

in Section III-B.

Fig. 21. Packet loss artifacts affecting multiview encoded stereoscopic video [57].

Fig. 22. Temporal mismatch in stereo video. Left: superimposed

images of temporally synchronized stereo pair. Right: superimposed

images of stereo pair with three frames temporal mismatch.

Fig. 23. Effect of crosstalk in portable 3-D displays; from left to right:

photographs taken of a 3-D display from positions I, II, and III.
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The effect is well illustrated by a special test stereo-
scopic pair, where the Bleft[ image contains vertical bars,

and the Bright[ image contains horizontal bars. This stereo

pair has been visualized on a parallax-barrier-based 3-D

display, and photographed from observation angles as

marked with I, II, and III in Fig. 12(a). The resulting photos

are shown in Fig. 23(c)–(e). Both position-dependent and

minimal crosstalk effects can be seen. By knowing the

observation position and the amount of crosstalk intro-
duced by the display, the effect of crosstalk can be mitigated

by precompensation [133].

There are darker gaps between subpixels of an auto-

stereoscopic display. They are more visible from certain

angles than from others. When an observer moves laterally

in front of the screen, he perceives this as luminance

changes creating brighter and darker vertical stripes over

the image. Such effect is known as banding artifacts or
picket fence effect and is illustrated in Fig. 24. The effect

can be reduced by introducing a slant of the optical filter

with respect to the pixels on the screen [15]. Tracking of

the user position with respect to the screen can also help in

reducing these artifacts.

Parallax-barrier and lenticular-based 3-D displays with

vertical lenses arrangement have horizontal resolution

twice lower than vertical one as only half of the subpixels
of a row form one view. This arrangement requires spatial

subsampling of each view, before both views are multi-

plexed, thus risking introducing aliasing artifacts. In 3-D

displays, aliasing might cause false color or Moiré artifacts

(illustrated in Fig. 25) depending on the properties of

optical filter used. Properly designed prefilters should be

used, in order to avoid aliasing artifacts.

Autostereoscopic displays that use parallax barrier
usually have a number of interleaved Bleft channel[ and

Bright channel[ visibility zones, as shown in Fig. 26. Such

display can be used by multiple observers looking at the

screen at different angles, for example, positions marked

with B1[ and B2[ in the figure. However, an observer in

position B3[ will perceive pseudoscopic (also known as re-
versed stereo) image. For one observer, this can be avoided

by using face tracking and algorithm that swaps the Bleft[

and Bright[ images on the display appropriately to accom-

modate to the observers viewing angle.

B. Optimized Delivery Channel

1) Evaluation of Coding Methods: The methods for 3-D
video coding described in Section II-C contain a multitude

of parameters that vary their performance in different

scenarios. As all methods are based on H.264 AVC, the

profiles of the latter (i.e., baseline, main, extended, and

high profiles), its picture type (I, P, and B), and entropy

coding methods (CABAC or CAVLC) determine the

varying settings to be tested for mobile use [72].

In [73], candidate stereoscopic encoding schemes for
mobile devices have been investigated for both encoding

and decoding performance. Rate-distortion curves have

been used to assess the coding efficiency and decoding

speed tests have been performed to quantify the decoder

complexity. It has been concluded that, depending on the

processing power and memory of the mobile device, the

following two schemes can be favored: H.264/AVC MVC

extension with simplified referencing structure and
H.264/AVC monoscopic codec with IPPþ CABAC settings

over interleaved stereoscopic content.

Fig. 24. Banding/picked fence artifacts.

Fig. 25. Aliasing in autostereoscopic displays. Left: false color.

Right: Moiré artifacts.

Fig. 26. True stereoscopic (1 and 2) and pseudoscopic (3)

observation positions.
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In [74], H.264/AVC simulcast, H.264 stereo SEI

message, H.264/MVC, MPEG-C Part 3 using H.264 for

both video and depth and H.264 auxiliary picture syntax for

video plus depth have been compared for their perfor-

mance in mobile setting. A set of test videos with varying
types of content and complexity have been used. The

material has been coded at different bitrates using optimum

settings for each of the aforementioned encoders. The

quality has been evaluated by means of peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR) over bitrate. The results show that the overall

rate-distortion (RD) performance of MVC is better than

simulcast coding. It has also been shown that the overall RD

performance of video plus depth is better than stereo video
with simulcast coding.

The selection of an optimum coding method has re-

cently been addressed in two publications by Strohmeier

and Tech [108], [111] based on the results from subjective

tests. Four different coding methods that had been adapted

for 3-D mobile television and video were evaluated. H.264/

AVC simulcast [120], H.264/MVC [121], and MRSC [114],

[115] using H.264/AVC were chosen as coding methods for
a video þ video approach. Video plus depth coding using

MPEG-C Part 3 [122] and H.264/AVC as a video þ depth

approach completed the coding methods under assess-

ment. The depth maps of the test sequences were obtained

using the hybrid-recursive-matching algorithm, described

in [134]. The virtual views were rendered following the

approach described in [135]. To further decrease the coding

complexity with regard to limited calculation power of
current mobile devices, the baseline profile was used for

encoding. This includes a simplified coding structure of

IPPP and the use of CAVLC. Six different contents were

encoded at two different quality levels. To determine the

different quality levels, the quantization parameters (QPs) of

the encoder for simulcast coding were set to 30 for the high

quality and 37 for the low quality. From these sequences,

target bit rates for the other methods were derived and used
in the test set creation, respectively. Table 2 presents the

target bitrates for different quality levels and contents.

The test items were evaluated by 47 test participants.

The evaluation followed the absolute category rating

(ACR) [102] and test participants evaluated acceptance

of (yes/no) and satisfaction with (11-point-scale) perceived

overall quality [99]. The test items were presented using a

NEC HDDP 3.500 mobile display [123] with a resolution of

428 � 240 pixels.

All coding methods under test provided a highly

acceptable quality at the high-quality level of 80% and
higher. At the low-quality level, MVC and VþD still got an

acceptance score of 60% and higher. Strohmeier and Tech

[108] showed in their study that MVC and the video þ
depth provide the best overall quality satisfaction for both

quality levels (see Fig. 27). These coding methods

significantly outperform MRSC and simulcast. With

respect to the different test contents the results show

that coding methods show content-dependent perfor-
mance. Video þ depth gets the highest overall satisfaction

scores for Car, Mountain, and Soccer2. MVC outperforms

all other coding methods for content Butterfly.

The results of this study were extended in a follow-up

study by Strohmeier and Tech [111]. While the first study

was limited to the use of low coding complexity, the

second study used the complex high profile, which enables

hierarchical B-frames and CABAC. The other parameters,
quality levels, test contents, and device were the same so

that the follow-up study [111] allowed a direct comparison

of the results of baseline and high profile. Forty

participants evaluated the test set of high profile.

The results of the overall quality evaluation for the high-

profile sequences confirmed the findings of the baseline

sequences (see Fig. 28). The test items at the high-quality

level got an overall quality acceptance score of at least
75%. For the low-quality level, MVC and video þ depth

reach an acceptance level of 55% and more. As in the

baseline case, MVC and videoþ depth also outperform the

other coding methods in terms of satisfaction with overall

quality. The content-dependent results for the provided

overall quality for all coding methods were shown in the

results as well.

Finally, the results of both studies allowed to directly
comparing the performance of baseline and high profiles

(see Fig. 29). Although the results show small differences

for baseline and high codec profiles for some settings, the

overall view on the results shows no differences among

the two profiles. However, significantly lower bit rates can

be realized for the high profile due to more efficient,

Table 2 Target Bitrates for Different Quality Levels and Test Contents
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though more complex, coding structures. Altogether,

Strohmeier and Tech [111] showed that the use of high
coding profile, i.e., hierarchical B-frames and CABAC, can

provide the same experienced quality as baseline profile

using lower bit rates. This can result in advantages for the

transmission of these sequences in terms of better error

resilience [124].

2) Evaluation of Transmission Approaches: In order to

illustrate the effects of channel characteristics on the received
video quality, a typical 3-D broadcasting system is simulated

as shown in Fig. 30 [85]. In this study, DVB-H is used as the

underlying transmission channel. DVB-H is the extension of

DVB project for the mobile reception of digital terrestrial TV.

It is based on the existing DVB-T physical layer with

introduction of two new elements for mobility: MPE-FEC

and time slicing. Time slicing enables the transmission of

data in bursts rather than a continuous transmission;
explicitly signaling the arrival time of the next burst in it so

that the receiver can turn on between and wake up before the

next burst arrives. By this way the power consumption of the

receiver is reduced. Multiprotocol encapsulation is used for

the carriage of IP datagrams in MPEG2-TS. IP packets are

encapsulated to MPE sections each consisting of a header, the

IP datagram as a payload, and a 32-b cyclic redundancy check

(CRC) for the verification of payload integrity. On the level of

the MPE, an additional stage of forward error correction
(FEC) can also be added. This technique is called MPE-FEC

and improves the C/N and Doppler performance in mobile

channels. To compute MPE-FEC, IP packets are filled into an

N � 191 matrix where each square of the matrix has one byte

of information and N denotes the number of rows in the

matrix. The standard defines the value of N to be one of 256,

512, 768, or 1024. The datagrams are filled into the matrix

columnwise. Error correction codes (RS codes) are computed
for each row and concatenated such that the final size of the

matrix is of size N � 255. To adjust the effective MPE-FEC

code rate, padding or puncturing can be used. Padding refers

to filling the application data table partially with the data and

the rest with zero whereas puncturing refers to discarding

some of the rightmost columns of the RS-data table.

In the simulated system, 3-D video content is first

compressed with a 3-D video encoder, operating in one of
the modes: MVC, V þ D, or simulcast. Resulting network

abstraction layer (NAL) units (NALU) are fed to the stereo

video streamer. The packetizer encapsulates the NAL units

into real-time transport protocol (RTP) [84] mono-

compatible only, user datagram protocol (UDP), and

finally, internet protocol (IP) datagram for each view

separately. The resulting IP datagrams are encapsulated in

Fig. 27. Mean satisfaction scores for different coding methods at baseline profile averaged over contents (all) and content-by-content

given at high- and low-quality levels. Error bars show 95% confidence interval (CI) of mean.
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the DVB-H link layer where the multiprotocol encapsula-

tion forward error correction (MPE-FEC) and time slicing

occurs [86]. Through the MPE-FEC mechanism, IP

datagrams are protected by adding additional bytes for a
variable-length Reed–Salomon (RS) coding. MPE-FER rate

refers to the ration between application and total data.

Time slicing allows sending the packets into time slices

(bursts) for better power consumption at the receiver site.

Different views are assigned different packet identifiers

and encapsulated as different elementary streams. There-

fore, they are transmitted in different time slices or

bursts. The link layer output MPEG-2 transport stream
(TS) packets are passed to the physical layer where the

transmission signal is generated with a DVB-T modulator.

After the transmission over a wireless channel, the

receiver receives distorted signal and possibly erroneous

TS packets are generated by the DVB-T modulator. The

received stream is decoded using the section erasure

method, i.e., the MPE-FEC frame is filled with contents

of the error-free MPE and MPE-FEC sections and the
empty bytes in the frame are marked as erasures, RS

decoding is performed to reconstruct the lost data, and

finally, the received and correctly reconstructed IP

datagram are passed to the video client. IP datagram are

handled in the depacketizer and resulting NAL units are

decoded with the stereo video decoder to generate right

and left views. Finally, these views are combined with a

special interleaving pattern to be displayed in stereo 3-D

on an autostereoscopic display.

Within the Mobile3DTV project, extensive sets of tests
have been performed in order to find an effective com-

promise between compression efficiency, FEC-code rates,

and robustness with respect to typical channel conditions

[88]. Simulations have been carried out involving 3-D video

content with different characteristics as described in Table 3

and coded as simulcast, V þ D, and MVC simplified

structure. For all the tests, JMVC 5.05 (in monoscopic mode

for simulcast) is used with a GOP size of 8. The QPs of the
encoder are adjusted such that the total bitrate does not

exceed 300 kilobits per second (kbs). For each coding

structure, equal error protection (EEP) and unequal error

protection (UEP) are applied at the link layer. For EEP, the

left and right or video and depth bursts are protected with

the same FEC rate. On the other hand, UEP requires the

video bit streams to be partitioned into different segments

with different priorities. Segments are then protected with
unequal amount of FEC data. For partitioning the video bit

streams, there are several methods such as data partitioning

and spatial–temporal quality layering [89]. In the referred

study, a partitioning based on the views only is performed,

i.e., left/right views in different segments or left/depth data

in different segments. More complex partitioning can also be

Fig. 28. Mean satisfaction scores for different coding methods at high profile averaged over contents (all) and content-by-content given

at high- and low-quality levels. Error bars show 95% CI of mean.
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applied to the stereo data. Once segmented, several UEPs

are derived where the channel coding ratio among the

streams is determined according to the priority level of the

streams.
In the transmission experiments conducted, a constant

typical FEC rate (3/4) is chosen to protect the left and right

bursts in the EEP mode since applying an MPE-FEC code rate

below R ¼ 3=4 at a medium frame size is not recommended

without further measures [91]. Then several unequal

protection schemes are derived using this EEP structure.

Using the FEC rate chosen, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 1% of the RS
columns of right burst (right view or depth) are transferred to

the left burst (left view), respectively, corresponding to the

UEP1, UEP2, UEP3, and UEP4.

Fig. 29. Comparison of the mean satisfaction scores for coding methods used in two studies [108], [111] for baseline and high profile.

Error bars show 95% CI of mean.

Fig. 30. Block diagram of 3-D broadcasting system over DVB-H.
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For simulating the physical transmission channel, a

MATLAB/Simulink tool that models the DVB-T/H mod-

ulation and demodulation processes and the physical

transmission channel has been used [90]. The channel is

modeled as multipath Rayleigh fading channel with

additive white Gaussian noise. A mobile use case with

Cost 207 radio channel model TU6, having maximum
Doppler frequency of 24 Hz, is used to obtain the channel

specific error patterns. These patterns are then used for

modeling the TS packet loss due to channel conditions.

In all the simulations, PSNR values have been used as

the distortion metric. First, mean squared errors (MSEs)

are calculated individually for the left and right channels.

They are used to calculate the PSNR for the left and right

channels and the average of the two MSEs is used to
calculate the average PSNR. At this point, we would like to

mention that perceptually driven objective quality metric

for stereo images would be more appropriate for compar-

ison than PSNR. There has been an active research toward

developing such metrics, however, they are still deficient

in delivering simple, interpretable, and reliable results for

the mobile case of interest [136].

In case of V þ D sequences, since even for the lossless

case there is an existing distortion (for PSNR metric) due

to imperfections during depth estimation and rendering,

original right view is not taken as the reference sequence.

Instead, the distortions of the V þ D transmissions are

given as the PSNR of the received left sequence using

original left view as reference; and the PSNR of the right
sequence rendered from the received left and depth views

using the right view rendered from original left and

original depth.

Figs. 31 and 32 show the PSNR results for different

coding and protection methods and for the RollerBlade and

KnightsQuest videos. The results show that MVC performs

better than simulcast because of the compression efficien-

cy (bitrate of MVC coded video is chosen to be equal to
that of simulcast coded video). UEP in general results in

rather marginal improvement over EEP especially under

low channel SNR. Also it has been shown that the results

depend heavily on the content. If the depth map is accurate

as seen in the RollerBlade video, V þ D representation

outperforms other methods. If the depth map is not accu-

rate, MVC outperforms V þ D representation for high

Fig. 31. Average PSNR results for coding method comparison in EEP mode.

Table 3 Spatial and Temporal Characteristics of Test Contents Used in Transmission Tests
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SNR cases, however due to the compression efficiency of

V þ D representation it yields better results for low SNR.

On the other hand, at the receiver side, view synthesis has

to be performed after decoding to generate the second

view of the stereo pair, which is rather challenging for

mobile devices to achieve in real time.

Subjectively, transmission parameters for mobile 3-D

media have been evaluated by Strohmeier et al. [109]

under the constraint of the studies on coding methods for

mobile 3-D video by Strohmeier and Tech [108], [111].

This large-scale study has targeted channel transmission

parameters taking into account different error resilience

methods at the link layer (equal and unequal MPE-FEC) of

the DVB-H channel. Regarding the transmission channel,

equal (EEP) and unequal (UEP) error protections have

been assessed at two different error rates of 10% and 20%

Fig. 33. Results of transmission study [109] given as overall results (all) as well as content-per-content. Error bars show 95% CI of mean.

Fig. 32. Average PSNR results for protection method comparison in MVC mode.
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corresponding to low and high channel SNRs. According
to the results of the coding methods evaluation study,

only MVC and the video þ depth approach were

evaluated for all parameters. Four different contents

chosen to match the user requirements of mobile 3DTV

[103], [104] have been used. Seventy seven test partici-

pants took part in the subjective quality evaluation. ACR

was chosen as test method and test participants again

evaluated acceptance of (yes/no) and satisfaction with
(11-point-scale) perceived overall quality.

The results of the study (see Fig. 33) [109] confirm the

findings of Strohmeier and Tech [108], [111]. At low error

rates, the acceptance rate for all test items was at least 60%.

The results of the acceptance rate are promising that the

current state of the art in mobile 3-D media encoding and

transmission can already reach a good quality acceptance at

the end user. Genuinely 3-D coding methods, MVC and
video þ depth, have outperformed simulcast at all settings.

While for low error rates, MVC and simulcast provided the

same quality, MVC has been rated better at higher error

rates. Regarding the transmission parameters for low error

rates, the results show that MVC performs best at EEP,

while videoþ depth is significantly better at UEP. The error

protection did not show any impact on the perceived quality

at high error rates. An explanation for these results can be
found in the fact that UEP allows for better protecting the

video view in the video þ depth approach. The better

performance for MVC at EEP can be explained with the

additional interview dependencies of left and right views.

Taking together the results of the study, Strohmeier et al.
conclude that MVC is the strongest coding method

contender for mobile 3-D media due to its higher error

robustness in time-varying wireless channels [109].

C. User-Centered Evaluation Studies
on Mobile 3-D Media

Beyond the quantitative analysis of satisfaction with

the overall quality of mobile 3-D media systems, the

UC-QoE approach [95] targeted a deeper evaluation of the

different components that contribute to QoE for mobile

3-D media. The application of the OPQ approach [110]
resulted in deeper knowledge about the interaction of video

quality and depth perception on forming 3-D QoE. In sen-

sory profiling, test participants, in addition to a quantitative

profiling, develop their individual quality attributes. These

attributes are then used individually to describe the

perceived quality. The data are then analyzed using

generalized procrustes analysis [100], which results in a

Fig. 34. Correlation plot of descriptive study on different coding methods for mobile 3-D television and video [108], [110]. Inner circle and

outer circle mark 50% and 100% explained variance, respectively.
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low-dimensional and a perceptual model of the experienced
quality factors. Two studies by Strohmeier et al. [107], [108]

have shown that the video quality and artifact-free video

perception is still the key factor for high subjective quality of

mobile 3-D video. The results, as illustrated in Fig. 34, de-

monstrate that quality mainly depends on one component

that has been identified as Bvideo quality[ as its polarities are

described with attributes like mosaic, fuzzy, or grainy on the

negative polarity and with sharp, high in contrast, and clear
on the positive polarity. Surprisingly enough, a depth-related

component has not been identified. Attributes describing

depth like 3-D reality or 3dimensional are included on the

positive polarity. These results are in line with previous

studies [97]. The artifact free perception of 3-D video is

also important in the comparison of mobile 2-D versus 3-D

video. The added value of 3-D is only positively attributed to

quality perception if the artifact levels of 2-D and 3-D stimuli
are comparable [107]. According to the findings, subjective

quality of current mobile 3-D devices is still limited by the

quality of the applied displays.

The collection of individual quality factors from several

descriptive studies on mobile 3-D media was used by

Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. [125] to derive a general set of com-

ponents of QoE for mobile 3-D video and television sys-

tems. The results generalize the individual attributes into
four main components of QoE, namely, visual quality,

viewing experience, content, and other modalities inter-

actions. The component of visual quality is further divided

into subcomponents of depth, spatial, and motion.

Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. [125] provide definitions for each

of the components and the underlying factors that contri-

bute to each of these components. Jumisko-Pyykkö et al.’s
study transformed the content-dependent findings of the
descriptive quality studies [107], [108], [118] into a

generalized set of components that can be used in further

system developments to guide the design for user-centered

quality optimization.

Another main focus in the UC-QoE evaluation has been

set to the QoE evaluation in the context of use [94], [118].

It aimed at extending the external validity of the results

gained in controlled environments. A recent work on the
evaluation of mobile 3-D media in the context of use has

compared perceived quality in laboratory and different

mobile contexts [96], [98], [118]. The work combined

quantitative and qualitative evaluation tasks as well as in-

depth analysis of contexts and task effort [118]. The results

confirm the findings of the user requirements in terms of

heterogeneity of the different contexts [103]. Further, the

studies have revealed that the results of the quality
evaluation differ between controlled environments and the

contextual settings. Test participants were less critical in

the contextual environments [98]. The studies also showed

that quality in the context depends on the contextual

circumstances. Body movements to adjust the viewing

distance as well as gaze shifts due to shared attention were

significantly higher in the context in comparison to the

controlled environment. The strong conclusion is that
mobile 3-D media systems, besides the 3-D experience,

need to guarantee ease of viewing as well as a high viewing

comfort to provide a high viewing experience in hetero-

geneous usage contexts [94], [103], [118].

D. Three-Dimensional Graphical User Interfaces
It is desirable that the user engage with 3-D content

actively instead of just being a passive consumer. In

addition, the users should also be able to search, browse,
and annotate 3-D media content, using 3-D input modali-

ties. Three-dimensional media will benefit from interacti-

vity on mobile devices more than on desktops, because of

the limitations of the mobile context, including small phy-

sical screen size and limited input modalities. With users

demanding ever larger screens and attractive interfaces

from mobile devices, the graphical user interface is becom-

ing the most prominent feature of a mobile device.
Several works have studied the creation of 3-D inter-

action techniques that approach the richness of reality,

particularly for desktop and large-scale interaction.

Shneiderman et al. [47] have examined the features for

increasing the usability of 3-D user interfaces (UIs)

primarily for desktop and near-to-eye displays, and have

proposed general guidelines for 3-D UI developers. These

guidelines include: better use of occlusion, shadows, and
perspective; minimizing the number of steps in navigation

in the UI; and improving text readability with better

rendering, limited angle to the view position, contrast with

the background, and so on. Bowman et al. have analyzed

the interaction techniques that are common to applica-

tions in 3-D user interfaces, and have developed a

taxonomy of universal tasks for interacting with 3-D

environments [48]. These tasks include: selection and
manipulation of virtual objects, travel and wayfinding

within a 3-D environment, issuing commands via 3-D

menus, and symbolic input such as text, labels, and

legends. Defining appropriate 3-D interaction techniques

is still an active field in itself [48].

1) Three-Dimensional Widgets: For 3-D graphics, how-

ever, there is a lack of standardized 3-D UI widgets. This is
partially due to the lack of commonly accepted list of UI

metaphors, and partially due to the lack of an effort to

structure a comprehensive and flexible set of existing

widgets into a common 3-D UI library. Also, when design-

ing 3-D user interfaces, new challenges emerge compared

to traditional 2-D UI design. A major difference between

2-D and 3-D UIs is how the possibility to position objects in

depth (along the z-axis) affects information density.
Recent efforts have attempted to standardize a list of 3-D

widgets [49]–[51]. The most popular 3-D widgets are based

on metaphors that can be listed as tree, card, elevator,

gallery, mirror, book, and hinged metaphors [51]. For

example, Apple’s Coverflow interface that is used in
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iPhone and Mac OSX Finder applications makes use of the

card metaphor.

According to the application and the targeted task,

different layout techniques can be selected. Undeniably,

depth positioning adds complexity to the design of UIs
since more layout options emerge. A stereoscopic 3-D UI

looks quite different than a 3-D UI rendered on a 2-D

screen. To designers without a lot of prior experience of

the characteristics of stereoscopic design, guessing the vi-

sual effects of positioning UI elements in depth can be

difficult. In Fig. 35, 3-D graphics is used to display a num-

ber of media content for a media browser in a circle seen in

different layouts. In Fig. 36, another UI example by TAT
AB, Malmö, Sweden, called SocialRiver, is shown, where

photos, videos, and applications are dropping down in at

the far end, and move towards the front. The user can

Bcatch[ a photo, video, or application and make it active.

This includes showing the video or photo in higher

resolution, or activating the application, as shown in the

figure. Programmable vertex and pixel shaders are used to

render depth-of-field effect and motion blur to direct the
focus to the front-most icons, as well as to animate

Bwobbly[ windows using vertex skinning.

2) Three-Dimensional UI Performance: In 3-D UIs, it is

essential to optimize the graphics rendering for power

consumption. In stereoscopic rendering, the images for the

left and right eyes are very similar, and there is an op-

portunity to exploit this inherent coherency. With a brute-
force implementation, the scene is first rendered to the left

eye, and then to the right eye. In general, however, it

makes sense to render a single triangle to both views be-

fore proceeding with the next triangle [52]. Kalaiah and

Capin [53] use this rendering order to reduce the number

of vertex shader computations. By splitting the vertex

shader into parts that are view independent (and hence

only computed once) and view dependent, vertex shader
computations can be greatly reduced. In the per-pixel

processing stage that follows, a simple sorting procedure in

a generalized texture space greatly improves the texture

cache hit ratio [52], keeping the texture bandwidth very

close to that of monoscopic rendering. In addition,

Hasselgren and Akenine-Möller [52] introduce approxi-

mate rendering in the multiview pipeline, so that fragment

colors in all neighboring views can be approximated from a

central view when possible. Otherwise, the pipeline
reverts to full pixel shader evaluation. When approximate

rendering is acceptable, this technique can save a lot of

per-pixel shader instructions executions.

To achieve good graphical performance and low power

consumption, it is necessary to reduce the internal traffic

between the processing elements and the memory.

Therefore, mobile graphic solutions make use of data and

texture compression to decrease that traffic. This is made
even more important with the trend that computation

power increases at a faster rate than memory bandwidth.

For example, in a recent work, based on the International

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), Owens

[12] reports that the processing capability growth is about

71%, while DRAM bandwidth only grows by 25%.

Fig. 35. Three alternatives for 3-D media browser layout [54].

Fig. 36. TAT’s SocialRiver application.
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One of the most viable approaches for reducing
memory traffic to graphics processing unit is compression

of textures and buffers [113]. Textures can be considered as

read-only images that are attached to graphical data. The

main requirements of a texture compression/decompression

algorithm include fast random access to the texture data,

very fast decompression, and inexpensive hardware imple-

mentation. The requirement of random access usually

implies that a block of pixels is compressed to a fixed size.
These requirements have given rise to codecs, such as the

Ericsson Texture Compression (ETC) and the PowerVR

Texture Compression (PVRTC), which allow developers to

compress textures down to 4 b/pixel or more without any

perceived loss of quality. Buffers are different from textures

in that they are symmetric: both processes must be per-

formed on hardware in real time. For example, the color

buffer can be compressed, and so when a triangle is being
rendered to a block of pixels (say, 4� 4) in the color buffer,

the hardware attempts to compress this block.

Another approach for reducing memory traffic is based

on tiling architectures. Tiling architectures are built on the

goal to reduce the memory traffic related to frame buffer

accesses, which may be one of the costly parts of an appli-

cation. Instead of storing the full frame buffer in memory,

thus transmitting it to the CPU repeatedly during rendering
for different objects, only a small tile of the frame buffer is

stored on the graphics chip, and the rendering is performed

one tile at a time. This approach allows many possibilities

for optimization and culling techniques, avoiding proces-

sing of data that will not contribute to the final image.

Commercially, both Imagination Technologies Ltd.,

Hertfordshire, U.K. and ARM, Cambridge, U.K. provide a

mobile 3-D accelerator using a tiling architecture.

3) Three-Dimensional User Input: Utilizing 3-D input

techniques with autostereoscopic displays provides addi-

tional challenges related to the finger occluding the stereo

information and virtual buttons being at different depth

levels compared to the physical display, as well as prob-

lems related to the limited viewing area of the autostereo-

scopic display. A number of alternatives currently exist on
mobile devices for 3-D interaction, including the use of

touchscreen-based input, inertial trackers, camera-based

tracking, GPS trackingVeach with its own advantages and

disadvantages.

• With touchscreen-based input, efficient use of

screen space is essential. For single-touch or multi-

touch screen UIs, the main limitation is that inter-

active elements should be presented in at least
1 � 1 cm2 on the touch surface to be picked by an

average finger [30]. In return, this limits how

many UI elements can be rendered on display. A

possible solution is to layer the 3-D UI elements,

such that the elements in the top layer are large

enough to support finger touch input, while ren-

dering can be denser in the underlying layers.

• With inertial tracker (accelerometer or gyroscope)-
based input, there is an advantage that there is no

limit on the size of the UI elements. On the other

hand, a major problem with inertial trackers is that

they suffer from error accumulation due to sensor

biases, noise, and drift [43]. In addition, because

mobile devices are assumed to be used while on the

move, mechanisms are necessary to filter out the

jitter created by user’s movement (e.g., accelera-
tion due to walking, user in a car) from the user’s

actual input to the application. Thus, recent re-

search studies have attempted to detect the context

from accelerometer input [44].

• Camera-based input solutions have also been pro-

posed. Face tracking allows enhancing the depth

effect in the applications by supplying motion pa-

rallax for enhancing human–computer interaction
[44]. In addition, eye-position tracking allows

adapting the stereo views to compensate for the

zones with high crosstalk and to prevent pseudo-

stereo [127]. Camera input can also be used for

tracking the self-movement of the device, which

can be used for controlling scroll and view direc-

tion in an application [45]. Researchers have also

proposed a finger tracking system, which allows the
user to interact with 3-D scenes floating in 3-D [46].

V. USE SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH
CHALLENGES FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION 3-D MOBILE DEVICES

Three-dimensional media-enabled mobile devices are part

of a bigger revolution bringing the next generation net-
worked media devices, services, and applications where

Internet is expected to play the central role. In the in-

coming years, Internet is expected to become larger, faster,

and more reliable. Its use will grow beyond simple tasks

such as searching for movies or buying food online. The

web will evolve from a place for sharing content (Web 2.0)

to a common environment where content is cocreated

(Web 3.0) [61]. The media, occupying most of the today’s
internetVimages and video, will evolve to the more

realistic, 3-D images and 3-D video. Consumer electronics

will transform from digital (CE 2.0) to connected (CE 3.0)

[62] and will support 3-D media as well [63]. Today, most

of the 2-D media exists in the flat world of Web 1.0 and

Web 2.0 pages. Naturally, the 3-D media of tomorrow will

Blive[ on a 3-D canvasVthe 3-D media internet. Instead

of a proprietary 3-D virtual world created by a single
organization (such as Second Life [64] or Google Lively

[65]), the 3-D internet of the future will be created by its

users.

The vision for 3-D internet is not brand new. However,

earlier attemptsVlike VRML, X3D, and numerous other

standardsVwere not widely accepted by the public. One of

the reasons is that creating a VRML model requires too
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much time and skills compared to shooting a photo and
sharing it on Picasa [66] or Flickr [67]. The future 3-D

internet should allow people to cocreate contents and

knowledge, and key factor for its success is that the users

have tools to create 3-D media as simply as it is for making

a photo or video today.

We foresee a universal, scalable, user-centric service

that will allow 3-D media to be cocreated and positioned on

the 3-D continuum of the Future Internet. Such service will
combine 3-D audio–video data and 3-D models both

anchored to position in 3-D space. In the 3-D media cloud,

the data will be continuously updated in a recursive man-

ner, as illustrated in Fig. 37. Incoming 3-D video streams

will be used to update the models; the models will be used

to register positions in space, which will refine the coor-

dinates of the video streams as well as their 3-D quality.

A key element of such service is what we call next-
generation 3-D-enabled mobile device or Mobile Multi-

media Device 3.0 (MMD3.0). It is a portable wireless

network terminal, capable of capturing images and video

in 3-D, recording 3-D audio, and being aware of its position

and orientation in 3-D world. It can capture 3-D data, tag it

with 3-D location, and send it to the cloud. It can browse

through 3-D audio–video streams and 3-D models, and

visualize them on a 3-D display. Many MMD3.0 devices
will record data from the 3-D world, and sharing this data

will create the canvas of the 3-D media internet.

The construction of the virtual world will gradually

evolve through three stages. At the beginning, user-

created content will be roughly positioned on a 2-D map.

Such services already existVone example is Google Maps,

which relies on volunteers to create 3-D models and

position them manually on the map space [68]. Another
service, soon to appear, is Nokia Image Space [69] where

2-D photos are automatically geo-positioned based on

GPS and compass data. Our vision combines both
conceptsVmedia will be in 3-D and will be automatically

geo-located on a 3-D map.

In the second stage, the collected 3-D audio–video data

will be used to create 3-D modelsVin the form of point

cloudsVof the real world. One example for such paradigm

is Microsoft Photosynth [70], where 2-D photos are used

for building rough point cloud of a scene. The downside of

Photosynth is that it requires many 2-D images to recon-
struct a 3-D model, and expects the images to be manually
tagged as belonging to a certain place. On the contrary, the

3-D audio–visual data gathered by an MMD3.0 type of

device will allow reconstruction using much fewer sources.

As a result, more precise 3-D models will appear at a faster

rate in the 3-D media internet.

In the third stage, most of the geographic locations in the

world will be presented as 3-D models. Naturally, the
important landmarks will be reconstructed first. As new

audio–video streams are available, the 3-D models will be

continuously updated. The 3-D media will appear on the

map, and will be available for browsing by location or

following hyperlinks. The users might volunteer to improve

the quality of the virtual map, since adding new data will be

an easy Bpoint-and-click[ operation, or, they might contrib-

ute by simply sharing their holiday 3-D videos. In the 3-D
media internet, a MMD3.0 compatible device will serve both

as a distributed sensor network and a terminal. By aiming the

device towards a landmark in the real world, it will Bknow[
1) what is in front of the camera and 2) the direction of the

camera. This will enable services such as 3-D location search,

3-D position and time-shifting, and 3-D content browsing

and creation.

1) Challenges: The current architecture of the Internet is

progressively reaching a saturation point in meeting

increasing user’s expectations [61]. Future Internet should

be able to grow both in size and throughput to accommodate

tomorrow’s communication requirements. In order to

identify the key research challenges of 3-D media for

mobiles we will follow the information flow between users of

3-D media and services providing it. Fig. 38 illustrates the
path of 3-D media as it is being captured by and reconstructed

on an MMD3.0 device, transmitted over the network, stored

in the Bcloud,[ forwarded on request, enhanced, and played

back on an MMD3.0 network terminal.

A main research challenge is to make MMD3.0 truly

personal. This includes understanding the features and

limitations of user-created 3-D audio–video content and

addressing the QoE as perceived by subscribers of 3-D
media services.

Another research challenge is to seamlessly inte-

grate different sensors for capturing 3-D audiovisual

informationVstereo microphones, stereo camera, range

sensor, GPS and acceleration sensor along with autostereo-

scopic 3-D display and 3-D audio output. Sensor fusion and

3-D data reconstruction will be performed in the MMD3.0Fig. 37. Three-dimensional media internet concept.
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terminal. This will require powerful algorithms for con-

verting multisensory data into 3-D media content, i.e., video,
augmented with dense depth and location information.

Next challenge is to enable network standards and

protocols for representing 3-D media as interconnected

network objects, or in other words, B3-D things,[ Format in

which 3-D audio–video data, enriched with geographic

coordinates, 3-D orientation and timestamps should be

defined. On the way back to the MMD3.0 device, it should

provide descriptions of 3-D scene augmented with 3-D
objects, as well as 3-D media streams. Location, geographic

information, and other services provided by the 3-D media

internet should be requested by and delivered to an

MMD3.0 in a scalable manner. It is also expected that geo-

information will become core service of the Future

Internet, as search is core service today.

The last challenge in our concept is to deliver 3-D

media service that contains 3-D maps of the real world,
libraries of 3-D models, and 3-D audio–video streams

located on the maps. This is precisely the stage, when user-
created content will become cocreated. The following func-

tionalities should be supported by such service: 3-D models

(Bpoint clouds[) reconstructed from available 3-D streams;

position (point-of-view) of MMD3.0 device registered with

respect to the models. The Bpoint-of-view localization[

and Bpoint cloud reconstruction[ tasks will be re-executed

as new 3-D media is available, yielding better 3-D models
and better localization of the 3-D media available in the

library. According to the Bnetwork tussle[ principle [71]

several 3-D media services in various stages of precision

can coexist in the Future Internet being compatible and

standardized. Further research challenges are related with

distributed network storage and Bcloud computing.[

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, specifics of delivery of 3-D media to mobile

devices have been addressed. Recent studies have con-

firmed that the users of such media expect higher realism

of and closer emotional relation with the new content.

Achieving such realism and emotional effect on a portable

device is a challenge both for the optical quality of the

display and the methods for creation and delivery of 3-D
content. To address this challenge in a proper way, the

studies of user experience have to be scheduled already at

the beginning of the design of the overall system. Further-

more, new methodologies for user studies have to be

developed to tackle the complexity of the problems with

content, formats, delivery, and consumption. Two such

methodologies, namely the OPQ and user-centered QoE

Fig. 38. Three-dimensional media path from/to device.
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evaluation in the context of use, have been developed and
successfully applied with the aim of optimizing new

technology components and gathering new knowledge

about how users tend to consume 3-D content on mobiles.

The studies have especially emphasized the importance of

visual quality of 3-D content for the acceptance of the

new technology. The results of these studies have strong

implications to the choice of displays, 3-D video formats,

and coding and transmission methods as well as the
receiver-side processing and 3-D UIs.

In the successive stages of development and deploy-

ment of 3-D services and applications for mobiles, new high

quality 3-D displays will be available at first. Portable

autostereoscopic displays have been the main contender for

delivery of 3-D visual experience on mobiles. The user

studies have elicited the principal characteristics of such

displays. They need to be switchable in order to provide the
freedom of choosing between 2-D and 3-D contents and

their combination. They need to provide the same quality in

2-D and 3-D as 3-D with decreasing quality is immediately

discarded by the user. For such displays the spatial

resolution does matter and it should not be compromised

for the price of delivering the 3-D effect. Portable 3-D

displays should guarantee the ease of viewing and ensure

high viewing comfort in heterogeneous usage contexts.
After displays, it is the content to be delivered. It is

highly determined by the dynamism of mobile users. It

should be content for Bfast[ consumption: sport events,

short documentary, and news. No long watching is ex-

pected but 15–30 min of use. In addition to television-like

content, mobile applications to be used in heterogeneous

environments such as interactive navigation and 3-D

games are highly expected.
Three-dimensional video seems the most mature

content for mobile delivery. Again, the quality issue is of

primary importance, as the user studies revealed that 3-D

video is accepted as superior to 2-D video only if artefact-

free. This determines the research challenges for the for-

mat and coding and transmission methods. Among coding

methods, MVC has demonstrated the best rate-distortion

performance and robustness in varying channel condi-
tions. These results are consistent with the choice of MVC

as the coding format for Blu-Ray discs. However, this

consistency specifies also the next research challenge: how

to effectively repurpose high-definition (HD) 3-D content

for its mobile visualization as it is expected that 3-D video
will be mainly created in HD. Simple resizing of stereo

video effects in changing the 3-D geometry of the scene and

diminishing the 3-D effect. It seems that there is a need of a

genuine master format for 3-D video where the depth map

of the scene is explicitly presented so to allow a realistic

rendering in different perspectives and spatial resolutions.

Precisely because of the demand for high quality,

error protection for robust transmission of 3-D video
over wireless channels is a must. Optimal combinations

of effective coding and effective error protection have

been studied especially for the case of DVB-H broadcast

and the results have favored the combination of MVC

with application-layer slice-mode error protection and

MPE-FEC EEP. Still, UEP approaches bear the potential to

achieve higher performance especially if combined with

cross-layer optimization.
Along with the quality of 3-D content, it is the

attractive graphical user interface that must appeal to the

mobile users. In contract to content delivery where scala-

ble solutions are likely (i.e., repurposing of HD content,

rendering of mobile stereo from multiview plus multi-

depth representations), the graphical user interfaces

should be unique and scalable solutions are not possible.

Instead, GUIs have to be especially designed for the porta-
ble 3-D platforms addressing the issue of realism, emotion

exploiting the main difference between 2-D and 3-DVthe

availability of depth to be used for increasing and enriching

the information density.

The first stage of deployment of 3-D media to mobiles

will be mainly related with media consumption, i.e.,

delivery of video, GUIs, games. The next stage is to turn

the mobile user from a consumer to a creator of 3-D
content. This would require substantial research efforts, as

to make capture in 3-D a trivial task. Current state of the

art dictates that 3-D capture is highly professional work

related with the 3-D-specific visual artifacts, which

requires a professional planning and shooting combined

with postprocessing. For mobile 3-D capture, these things

should be made automatic. In the beginning, mobile 3-D

camera devices will be with limited quality yet being able
to contribute to cocreation of high-quality 3-D models and

3-D environments, where 3-D audio and video, augmented

with positioning information, will be a basis of novel

services and applications. h
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